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The Politics of Picturing

In general, when political art is considered, it is understood as that art which is clear in its political references, has social purpose or attempts some social critique around particular issues — in other words that art which is politically overt.

These ideas of politics in art tend to isolate so-called political art from mainstream artistic practice. The effectiveness of that art in any real sense, either aesthetic or political, is severely curtailed by its polemized placement on the margins of artistic practice.

The definition of political art is too narrow. For some, the idea of political art has become synonymous with ‘community’ focused murals or the placing of artists within the community. In this case, social relevance ‘the political’, is the making of art which serves some apparent social function, independent and frequently critical of its studio production and gallery method of display. This simplistic view of the social function of art is linked in opposition to elitist ‘art for art’s sake’ aesthetics. The use value of art is locked into this binary system.

What seems to dominate the thinking around and about this use of art is that public funding demands accountability, justification and responsibility — community needs versus ‘excellence’ for the few. There is, arguably, an element of expediency on both sides in the promotion of this polarisation. My intention is not to engage these arguments but to make some observations in passing, as a means to beginning to discuss a more specific concern with the strategies of current art practice.

The official enthusiasm for community artwork represents less a considered criticism of ‘elite’ art practice as much as a pragmatic solution to the need for democratic socialist governments to be seen to be acting on their principles. Such refocusing of support offers a useful ‘solution’ on at least two levels.

First, that government funding of the arts in general is more attractive if viewed in terms of an ostensibly popular, broad and (hopefully) democratic base and secondly, that such government sponsored arts programmes, linked to community interest, advertise themselves in the electorate. Much work receiving official funding sanctions is problematic for the purpose of this discussion because of its demonstrated orthodoxy of representation or its mode of picturing.

Another view is that politics linked to art is identified with a period now passed — the late 60’s and 70’s — and is considered ‘inappropriate’ for these pragmatic times.

I want to open up the definition to include work which isn’t normally considered overtly political in an issue or party-political sense. Work about which it may be argued there is an attempt ‘to explore representational systems as apparatuses of power’ (Louis Marin) informed either by notions of Marxist ideological criticism (emphasising what the work says) or, by post-structuralism’s performative view (what the work does).

Here is the focus of my concern. The politics of picturing
is centrally linked to the codes of representation — the way pictures are constructed and their link with the world. The re-distribution of economic support for the visual arts may be desirable, yet seldom does, nor perhaps can, the officially sanctioned work offer a substantial critique of existing social formations by maintaining the transparency of the codes of representation. By failing to challenge the construction of representations within particular dominant codes there is a failure to identify the basis of power and its dependence on these material and interpretive structures.

The historical connection between Classical representation and 17th century social and economic life has been strongly argued in order to expose the essentially political function which representation served — In Classical representation, the person who represents the world is transformed from a subjective being enmeshed in space and time into a transcendent, objective Mind that appropriates reality for itself and thereby dominates it. In moving from a single vanishing point to our world of a plurality of vanishing points, a plurality of perspectives ... there is a consequent disruption of the codes, the 'representational apparatus' (the mechanics of transmission and reception) is fragmented and through this it becomes possible, to articulate those implicit strategies and tactics whereby representation achieves its putative transparency (Owens). In this sense, representation is used against itself to destroy the binding or absolute status of any representation (Frederic Jameson).

Returning to the question of orthodox representation it is relevant to take account of Derrida's claim that — What (any) institution cannot bear, is for anyone to tamper with language ... It can bear more readily the most apparently revolutionary ideological sorts of 'content' if only that content does not touch the borders of language and of all the juridico-political contracts that it guarantees. If we take visual representation to be analogous to 'language', it may well follow that the ready toleration, absorption and problematics of much self declared political art is as a consequence of its failure to expose the nature and function of all representations.

Of more substantial concern is to counter the accusation of 'paralysis' directed to deconstructive practice — that positions of this kind may lead into another closed circle. Michael Ryan in addressing this problem suggests that such a fear arises from working with too simple a notion of the sort of knowledge (or science, if knowledge is taken as a matter of technology, construction and convention) required for radical action ... Only from the viewpoint of capitalist rationalism or party patriarchalism does the persistent positing of an alternative, of a continuous displacement along a seriality of revolutions which is multi-sectoral and without conclusion, seem 'irrational or 'paralytic', It is paralytic of their rationalist power, but it is equally an opening onto a plural diffusion of powers.

There are a number of features which these works share in varying degrees. These are the use of the layering of images, the gathering of images cut from already existing sources, the use of images which are already subject to mechanical reproduction or in the process of building representations of the picture are further subject to mechanical means, and finally discontinuities within the representations built. These are all processes which may be identified with collage and montage.

Such processes are used by these artists towards specific ends, and while they may open up meanings within the works, they are ambiguous only within limits. These processes operate to open up the images to allow a critique of orthodox codes which ensure consistency and accessibility yet are not so open ended as to suggest a disconnected world where any thing can mean anything — that aspect which has made Derrida so attractive to the 'apolitical' artist/curator/dealer alike. It is through an open ended ambiguity that nothing can be said and no critique can be made. This is the means by which any form of engagement can be curtailed.

Suzanne Davies

Footnotes
1. It could be argued that in these conditions, socialism means the preservation of surplus value and the exploitation of labour under more humane planning and self management.
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Notes on the Works

1. The Source of Peter Burgess’ imagery in “Trying to Describe Things”, 1983, is the media, specifically the front page of the New York Times. It is through this vehicle that he attempts to describe his relationship to the world and on its supplied images that he elaborates by bringing forth associated images, severing and layering. His focus of interest includes the complicity of the context, American culture, within which the reporting of these events is received.

2. Like Burgess, Tony Coleing’s ‘Poland’, 1982, uses the media, the relation between the local and the distant, and two ‘wars’ (current events) as its basis, by drawing an ironic analogy between the civil strife of Poland (real conflict) and the then current cricket match between the Pakistani tourists and the Australian XI (constructed conflict). The similarity of these two spectacles is already determined by their representation for us by the media.

3. Juan Davila’s ‘Pieta’, 1984, reflects work done on the subject within psychoanalytic theory (Jacques Lacan) and its significance for feminism, and within art history (Leo Steinberg). Davila challenges the familiar codes and conjunctions, in this case by his radical and provocative disruption of relationships within the Pieta scene and his location of it within a domestic environment. His indexing of other artists and the elements in the work (Dittborn, Immendorf) further disrupts the function of normal discourse, by relocating the discourse within the realm of figures of authority, and the suture.

4. Pam Debenham’s ‘The Third Degree’, 1980-1984, interrogates the construction of art history and theory by ‘revising’ Tom Roberts’ Shearing the Rams’ adding a photomontaged self-portrait to her own hand separated print ‘Strong Feminine Labour’, 1980, which was based on it. It foregrounds the role of women as producers (labour and imagery) while suggesting a critique of the application of Roland Barthes’ term ‘second degree’ by Paul Taylor and others. ‘The Third Degree’, is a copy of a copy of a copy, with each subsequent version further specifying and elaborating new, yet coherent ideas drawn from that much reproduced prime source.

5. The construction of John Dunkley-Smith’s slide installation, ‘Exterior ... London (The Mall)’, 1981, is based on the difference between images (a 360° panorama of Pall Mall, London) through their arbitrary matching or mismatching, as they proceed through the two carousels. Moments occur when new meanings are suggested by coherence in the conjunction or its unexpectedness. The structuralist bias of the work both allows and severely limits the range of meaning and conjunction of imagery. A degree of realism enters the work apart from the clear and significant play with its material (film, tripod, slide, projector) as the neutral gaze of the camera records the site, its people and weather. Yet this is no ordinary site but the site of the Monarchy.

6. Richard Dunn’s ‘The Tower, The Museum, The Banner, The Barricade’, 1984, self-describes its images layered one within the other by a process akin to filmic montage. This work is drawn both from, and compounds, images and signs within two previous installation works (‘Barricades’ 1981-1984). While having apparently overt political subject matter through the use of Alfred Rethel’s 1848 ‘Death on the Barricades’ the role of artist as producer and the qualifying authority of the museum are more appropriately read. However, the use of metaphor in image selection complicates this dialogue of images, for instance, ‘The Tower’ is both ‘chimney’ and ‘beacon’.

7. Merilyn Fairske’s ‘Shortcut to Romance’, 1984, combines fragments of a text drawn from the Sydney Morning Herald reports of a judge’s findings after application for damages in a rape trial was rejected. The text is elaborated through its ‘illustration’ by images from both media and constructed sources. This elaboration throws into question the trial, the media report and ‘acceptance’ of rape as an aspect of ‘romance’.

8. Tim Johnson both uses and celebrates his relationship to the Papunya people, further commenting by overlaying Buddhist imagery in what may be read as tragic pictures of destruction of a culture, as if at play with a romantic discourse, yet clearly taken out of the context of anthropological or ethnographic concerns. ‘Anatjari No.1 and John Jagamara at Papunya’, 1981, provides in the context of this exhibition the source of Anatjari No.1 Jampitjinpa’s ‘Kulkulka’, 1980, the author himself, and confirms Johnson’s position as subject to this authorship.

9. Amongst the predictive methods explored in Lyndal Jones’ ‘Prediction Piece No.2’ 1984 is astrology — that extreme form of determinism which attributes ‘essences’ to the subject. Yet here the method of astrology is used against itself since, as Lyndal Jones says, Cenral to all Prediction Pieces is an examination of the act(s) of prediction ... The processes through which we arrange our future within our minds and, hence, our ability to plan, to intervene. It is an examination of the foundations upon which we can organise and create change.

10. Geoff Lowe’s diptych ‘The Idea of Good Government’, 1982/3 and ‘The Idea of Bad Government’ 1982/3 is based on the allegorical fresco of the Italian trecento Lorenzetti brothers. Allegory provides a means of layering images and meanings, where the modern text speaks through the historical text and becomes a method of mediation and retrieval. It is significant that the model is Medieval, based on collective practice rather than individual endeavour.

11. In Peter Tyndall’s ‘detail, A Person Looks At A Work of Art/someone looks at something ... SOMEONE AND SOMETHING BECAUSE ... (apparent)’, 1982, newspaper images of ‘famous’ people, the Princess of Wales, Red Brigade’s Machine gun granny, Russian cosmonauts, a local football hero, (ex) President Gultieri and two children playing (with paint) share a hand gesture or gestures and are appropriated into the confines of ‘Handspace’ — Tyndall’s nominated method of framing and display. Depending on the original context and who speaks through these gesture, so the reading of the images changes from aggression, repulsion, display to greeting. This installation includes the transcript of a speech to be read 3 times, the speaker being represented here by the 3 personas in the catalogue photographs. The invitation is extended to anyone to read, to speak, to actively assume a part.
Peter Burgess

*Trying To Describe Things-Mon., Nov.21, 1983*, Graphite/Erased Graphite, Electrostatic print on Laminated Papers, 2 sections — Irregular, approx. 81x183cm, Life size figure 67x191cm, 1983

*Trying To Describe Things-Wed., June 15, 1983*, Graphite/Erased Graphite, Electrostatic print on Laminated Papers, 2 sections — Scraper Board Drawing 4x6”, Irregular, approx. 36x72”
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Courtesy Ray Hughes Gallery, Brisbane

One of six paintings in a series titled ‘Recent Wars’
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Pam Debenham
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Collection of the Artist
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*A Person Looks At A Work of Art/*  
someone looks at something .....  
**SOMEONE AND SOMETHING BECAUSE ....**  
(apparent)
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Collection of the Artist